
Charged particle in a magnetic field

Is this a gauge theory ?

NO! Gauge field is Background (non-dynamical)

Recipe for a gauge theory

A backaction mechanism is needed 
between gauge and matter sectors

where

(1)

(2)

Some random example: Lattice “Scalar Electrodynamics” in 1+1D
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Impose Local Constraint
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Coulomb Gauge

Anyon
Start from a Chern-Simons Term

Equation of motion with a matter source

Write in components and solve

Flux Attachment Density-dependent Gauge Field

Flux attachment is a mechanism by which charged particles capture magnetic flux quanta and form composite entities. 
As a consequence of flux dressing, these composites may acquire fractional quantum numbers and statistics.

Flux Attachment is Emergent It is a Topological Field Theory Ultracold Atoms: Dilute & Charge Neutral 

GOAL: From a microscopic interacting quantum-many body system. Derive “the emergence” of a Chern-Simons term so that it performs flux attachment at an effective level.

Challenges

+ where

How to go from a theory of background gauge fields (1) to a gauge theory (2) ?  Supplement (1) with some constraint! F. Görg et al., Nature Phys. 15, 1161 (2019) 
V. Lienhard et al., Phys. Rev. X 10, 021031 (2020) 
C. Schweizer et al.,  Nature Phys. 15, 1168 (2019)

Example in 2D: Flux Attachment / Chern-Simons Theory / Fractionalisation

Gauge field is some function of matter density

Note this is similar to a Maxwell term but with one derivative less

(Generic) matter content is found in the current 



Light-Matter Interaction

External Potential e.g. trapping potential

Interparticle contact pairwise Interaction

BEC of atoms with 2 internal levels coupled by a laser beam

where 

Berry Connection

Perturbative Expansion

Single-Particle contribution

Interaction (two-body) contribution 

Background gauge field

(Dynamical) Chern-Simons gauge field

Approximations: “Deriving” emergence Effective model: A topological gauge theory in 2+1D

Microscopic Scheme

Mean-field Hamiltonian is projected onto the eigenstate in which the system is prepared 



Density profile

Gauge field profile

Macroscopic or Composite Boson description of a FQH fluid

Super Nice Review !

Effective Model Corresponds to 

Fractionally quantised (atomic) Hall 
conductance and transverse flow

Flux attached vortices

 Fractional (synthetic) charge

 Anyonic statistics

They act as Laughlin quasiparticles

Phenomenology

Summary & Conclusions

We derive emergent topological gauge theory in 2+1D in continuum. Chern-Simons gauge field is understood as a density-dependent Berry connection (synthetic gauge field)

We introduce a proof-of-concept scheme for a potential quantum simulation using a BEC. Only one species needed as compared to two species used in conventional LGTs

Discretisation of the model for a lattice realisation is straightforward. Extensions as coupling to fermions or higher-spin structures are a subject for further work

We obtain an effective (strongly correlated) FQH fluid with fractionalised excitations (vortices) out of a dilute weakly interacting system. We “induce” flux attachment

Systems with density-dependent gauge fields can be understood as gauge theories with (certain) topological structure


